
Nearby airports

174 km: Zagreb, Croatia (ZAG / LDZA) Zagreb Airport (connection from most major airports in
Europe and world). 
106 km: Pula, Croatia (PUY / LDPL) Pula Airport (connected to most major European airports) 
113 km: Trieste, Italy (TRS / LIPQ) Trieste - Friuli Venezia Giulia Airport (connected with wide
network of airports)
137 km: Ljubljana, Slovenia (LJU / LJLJ) Ljubljana Jože Pučnik Airport - connected to most European
airports)
31 km: 31 km: Rijeka, Croatia (RJK / LDRI) Rijeka Airport - although closest it is mostly focused on
low-cost flights with fixed flight dates.

From Zagreb airport to Rijeka

Bus transfer - Airport transfer Pleso prijevoz (The bus from Zagreb Airport to Rijeka (Žabica Bus
Station) departs at 15:30 every day). Alternatively there is a bus transfer to main Zagreb bus
station - usually every 30 minutes during the day. One way price for this transfer is 5.97 €. From
the main bus station there are bus connections to Rijeka every hour during the day.
Rent-a-car - from 36 € (for example Oryx rent-a-car)
Taxi - ranging from 190 to 270 € depending on vehicle, has to be reserved in advance

Zagreb -> Rijeka To get to Rijeka from Zagreb airport you can use bus transfer, rent-a-car
Price range for transfer from Zagreb to Rijeka:
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https://www.zagreb-airport.hr/en
https://www.zagreb-airport.hr/en/passengers/flight-information/timetable/55
https://airport-pula.hr/en/flight-info/flight-destination-list/
https://triesteairport.it/en/airport/
https://www.lju-airport.si/en/
https://www.travelmath.com/drive-distance/from/RJK/to/Rijeka,+Croatia
http://www.rijeka-airport.hr/
https://plesoprijevoz.hr/rijeka-3/
https://plesoprijevoz.hr/rijeka-3/
https://www.oryx-rent.hr/en/reservation/vehicles/


From Trieste airport to Rijeka

Trieste Airport is connected directly by bus to Rijeka, but the connection is not open on a
daily basis. The connection when open costs 5.99 € one way. Other option is from the
Trieste main bus station that has 2-3 daily connections.  but there is also 
 Other options include: GoOpti 
                                        Taxi transfer ranging from 120 - 135 € depending on vehicle 

From Ljubljana airport to Rijeka

Bus transfer - from Ljubljana to Rijeka Flixbus. There is one connection to Rijeka. 
Rent-a-car - several options available:https://www.lju-airport.si/en/transport/rent-a-car/
Taxi - ranging from 159 € depending on vehicle, has to be reserved in advance

Ljubljana-> Rijeka To get to Rijeka from Ljubljana airport you can use shuttle transfer, rent-a-car, taxi
Price range for transfer from Ljubljana to Rijeka:

Bus transfer - Airport transfer to Pula main bus station (30 minutes after landing, 6 €). From main
bus station there are regular daily connections to Rijeka. 
Rent-a-car - several options available: https://airport-pula.hr/en/passenger-info/rent-a-car/ 
Taxi - ranging from 135 € depending on vehicle, has to be reserved in advance

Pula-> Rijeka To get to Rijeka from Pula airport you can use bus transfer, rent-a-car, taxi
Price range for transfer from Pula to Rijeka:

From Pula airport to Rijeka

https://www.goopti.com/en/
https://www.lju-airport.si/en/transport/rent-a-car/
https://airport-pula.hr/en/passenger-info/rent-a-car/
https://airport-pula.hr/en/passenger-info/rent-a-car/


Jadran Hotels
Jadran Hotels is a collection of 3 hotels where the furthest
one (Hotel Jadran) is situated cca 3 km from the city
centre. The average prices for 1 night + breakfast range
from 105 € for single bedroom, 123 € for single-use
double bedroom, 148 € for double bedroom and 255 €
for superior apartment room. Prices may vary on various
booking sites for the time period of your arrival. The
Faculty has cooperation agreement with Jadran hotels so
if you decide for this option please let us know in
advance.

Accommodation - Rijeka

Hotel Bonavia

Hotel Bonavia is situated in the centre of the city of
Rijeka. The average prices for 1 night + breakfast
range from 118 € for single bedroom to 285 € for a
suite. Prices may vary on various booking sites for
the time period of your arrival.

Hotel Hilton
Hotel Rijeka Costabella Beach Resort & Spa  is situated
between Rijeka and Opatija. The average prices for 1
night + breakfast range from 157 € for king guest
bedroom to 702 € for three bedroom apartment villa.
Prices may vary on various booking sites for the time
period of your arrival.

https://www.jadran-hoteli.hr/homepage
https://www.plavalaguna.com/en/hotels/bonavia
https://www.hilton.com/en/hotels/rjkochi-hilton-rijeka-costabella-beach-resort-and-spa/


Amadria Park Hotels

Amadria Park Hotels is a collection of 6 hotels in
Opatija. Price range from 89 € to 261 € depending on
the hotel. Prices may vary on various booking sites for
the time period of your arrival.

Accommodation - Opatija

Liburnia Hotels

Liburnia Hotels is a collection of 12 different
hotels and villas in Opatija. Prices range from
70€ to  322 €.  Prices may vary on various
booking sites for the time period of your
arrival.

https://www.amadriapark.com/hotel_category/opatija/
https://www.liburnia.hr/en/hotels-opatija-riviera


BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT:

From the main train station:
If you are using public transport (K.D. Autotrolej d.o.o. Rijeka), and once you have exited the
main train station, cross the Krešimirova street in the direction of Opatija, enter the Nikola
Tesla street and proceed to the next station. Use the bus line 7 (Turkovo) or 7A (Hosti or
Pehlin), and exit at the bus stop Podmurvice, Čepićka or Rujevica. Continue walking along the
Čepićka street or the Branimir Marković street to the roundabout and the Faculty building.

From the main bus station:
If you are using public transport (K.D. Autotrolej d.o.o. Rijeka), and once you have exited the
main bus station at Žabica, cross the Adamićeva street in the direction of Opatija. Use the
bus line 7 (Turkovo) or 7A (Hosti or Pehlin), and exit at the bus stop Podmurvice, Čepićka or
Rujevica. Continue walking along the Čepićka street or the Branimir Marković street to the
roundabout and the Faculty building. 

How to reach Faculty of Law in Rijeka

BY TAXI
Both Rijeka and Opatija are well connected by taxi. The prices
vary from 5 -7 € for starting price up to 5 km. Every additional km
is surcharged starting at 0,93 €.

https://goo.gl/maps/zVzVbLc4GDt6Uyzw6

